
OKONKWOS FAILURES DUE TO MASCULINITY

seen as feminine, so they do whatever they can to prove their masculinity and overall power. In Chinua Achebe's novel,
Things Fall Apart, Okonkwo's main.

In essence, Achebe pardons Okonkwo for his anger and violence citing the effect that the embarrassment his
father caused him to be at the root of his cruel demeanor towards his own children. Achebe never looks past
the imperfections and never offers any deliverance. And so he is bowed with grief. But we know Okonkwo
had lived his entire life in fear of becoming like his father, like his son, like a woman - like the feminine
tactics of the imperial mission. Rather, the interference with the sense of duty engenders either exile and
justice, or success and failure. He is depicted as a failed man, as an agbala. He grapples with the religious
traditions of his tribe and does not blindly accept certain acts of cruelty as justifiable simply because they are
the accepted tradition of the Igbo. This can be regarded as a device Achebe uses to reshape the image of the
African woman whose lost identity is being recaptured by giving her a very important role, i. Storytelling has
a central place in Igbo society. She loves African literature and feels most fulfilled as a person when she reads
or writes. But Unoka was such a man that he always succeeded in borrowing more and piling up his debts
Achebe,  He is about thirty-eight years old; and grows even the more in the novel. His actions are driven by
his intrinsic obsession to be masculine and as different from the legacy of his father as possible. In his day he
was a lazy and improvident and was quite incapable of thinking about tomorrow. We can acknowledge that in
our modern society these boundaries are morphing as roles shift and feminism promotes more gender equality.
This opens a pathway for the fear of a subversive feminist uprising to take place within his own self: Perhaps
down in his heart Okonkwo was not a cruel man. Osei-Nyame, Kwadwo. But his whole life was dominated by
fear, the fear of failure and of weaknessâ€¦ It was not external but lay deep within himself. The feminine
stories more beautifully and harmoniously integrate humanity with nature. Therefore, the violent situation that
has hastened Okonkwo into an unavoidable decline is engendered by the non-linear overlapping of male
power, honour, and sense of duty. Nwoye found safety and joy in his experiences with Ikemefuma - something
he never got from Okonkwo. Kiaga and his interest in a Christian education. He does not understand why the
tribal Ferrell-Horan 14 medicine leaders would leave crying newborn twins in the bush to die as is their
custom. They are more in line with the communitarian values of Igbo society and the animism of its religion
â€” a reminder of how life exists not just inside the territory of man and his associations, a gentle acceptance
of the difference and discord that is inherent in such a framework. The cap fits Okonkwo in many instances in
the given description. He had a slight stammer and whenever he was angry and could not get his words out
quickly enough; he would use his fists. One might wonder if the changes that have occurred in his society
would allow him to achieve his reintegration without troubles. It deforms personalities. For example, if a
member of the clan comes peacefully and without resistance, they are welcomed into the arms of a God who
exhibits feminine traits is all accepting. It puts a huge limitation on the individual and his self-exploration
because the end of any such journey has been pre-decided. He was tall and huge, and his bushy eyebrows and
wide nose gave him a very severe look. New York: Anchor Books,  Crises and conflict set in again. I will only
have a son who is a man, who will hold his head up among my people. Spivak, Gayatri Chakravorty.


